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1. Introduction

In the Standard Model (SM)[1] the electroweak symmetry breaking is explained by the Brout-
Englert-Higgs[2, 3, 4] mechanism. This mechanism provides masses to electroweak gauge bosons
and predicts the existence of a scalar Higgs boson that was observed at the mass of 125 GeV by the
CMS[5, 6] and ATLAS[7] experiments at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) in 2012.

After the Higgs boson was discovered, the main efforts are aimed at measuring precisely its
properties and couplings and comparing them with the SM predictions. The most dominant decay
channel, at the observed Higgs mass, is to a pair of bottom quarks with a branching fraction of
58%. At LHC in proton-proton collisions an inclusive search for the Higgs boson in the most
abundant channel gluon gluon fusion (ggH) is possible only in extremely boosted regime[8]. The
vector boson fusion (VBF) production channel has the second largest cross section and a distinct
topology that makes such a search possible. Here a search for the Higgs boson in VBF production
channel with the CMS experiment[9] is presented[10, 11].
In the VBF production channel weak bosons radiated by quarks from the colliding protons interact
producing the Higgs boson that subsequently decays to a pair of bottom quarks. The prominent
feature of the VBF process qqH → qqbb̄ is the presence of two energetic quark jets scattered
at a small angle and two heavy-flavour jets in the central region of the detector. The dominant
background is QCD production of multijets events. Other background contributions arise from
hadronic decays of Z or W bosons produced in association with jets, hadronic decays of top quark
pairs and single top quarks. In this analysis the ggH process with two associated jets is included in
the expected signal.

2. Trigger

For this VBF→ qqbb̄ search data were collected using two specifically designed trigger strate-
gies. The CMS trigger system has the first level trigger(L1) and the high-level trigger(HLT). Both
paths use common L1 and initial HLT event selection. The total collected integrated luminosity
used in this analysis was 2.3 fb−1 for both paths collected in 2015 at

√
s = 13 TeV.

The L1 path requires the presence of at least three jets with transverse momenta (pT ) above de-
creasing thresholds p1

T = 84 GeV, p2
T = 68 GeV, p3

T = 48 GeV with at most one forward jet with 2.6
< |η | ≤ 5.2 and two or three central jets with |η | ≤ 2.6. The common HLT event selection requires
the presence of at least four jets with pT >92, 76, 64, 15 GeV. The HLT b-tagging algorithm[12, 13]
is used to classify events in two paths : with one b-tagged jet (SingleB path), or more than one b-
tagged jet (DoubleB path). These events are further processed through different selections. Harder
cuts on q-jets pseudorapidity separation ∆ηqq and invariant mass mqq are applied in the SingleB
path.

3. Event reconstruction and selection

The offline analysis uses reconstructed charged-particle tracks and candidates of a Particle-
Flow (PF) algorithm[14]. Jets are reconstructed by clustering the PF candidates with the anti-kT
algorithm with distance parameter 0.4. Jets that are likely to originate from the hadronization of
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b quarks are identified with the CSV b-tagger[12, 13]. The events are required to have at least
four reconstructed jets and the most probable b-jet and VBF-tagging q-jet candidates are searched
among the seven pT leading ones. In the SingleB sample the distinction between the two jet types is
done by means of a multivariate discriminant that takes into account the jet b-tag, η and pT values,
and their respective rankings among the other jets in the event. The offline event selection follows
the trigger paths requirements. Selected events are divided into two sets: SingleB and DoubleB.
The selection requirements are shown in Table 1. After all selection requirements the SingleB
acceptance is 1.6% and the DoubleB one is 0.6%.

SingleB DoubleB

Trigger one b-tagged jet two b-tagged jets
jets pT pT,0,1,2,3 > 92, 76, 64, 30 GeV
jets |η | < 4.7
b-tag no cut CSV0,1 > 0.5
∆φbb < 1.6 < 2.4
VBF topology mqq > 460GeV , |∆ηqq|> 4.1 mqq > 200GeV , |∆ηqq|> 1.2

Veto None Events that belong to SingleB

Table 1: Summary of selection requirements for the two data samples.

4. Signal properties

Characteristic properties of the VBF qqH → qqbb̄ process can provide a substantial improve-
ment of the overall sensitivity of the search.

• Jet transverse-momentum regression. The bb̄ mass resolution is improved by the means
of regression technique. The regression is carried out on the individual b-jets taking into ac-
count the jet composition properties and targets mostly semi-leptonic b-decays that can lead
to an energy mismeasurement due to escaping neutrinos. A multivariate Boosted Decision
Tree(BDT), is trained on simulated b-jets in ditop events with the inputs including infor-
mation about the internal jet properties and structure. To validate the regression techniques
sample of Z→ ll events with one or two b-tagged jets are used. When regression is applied
the pT balance distribution of the system is improved and the simulation is in agreement with
data. Figure 1 shows the reconstructed invariant mass of the b-jet candidates (mbb) before
and after the regression for simulated events passing the DoubleB and SingleB selections.
With this pT technique the dijet invariant mass resolution is improved by 7%.

• Discrimination between quark-and gluon-originated jets. VBF signal events, dominated
by quark jets, have narrower jets, while the background and ggH events are enriched in wider
gluon jets. To exploit this property in the signal discrimination the minor Root-Mean-Square
of the distribution of jet constituents in the η−φ plane[15] is used.

• Soft QCD activity. The color flow is suppressed in the VBF signal events leading to very
little additional hadronic activity, while this is not the case for the background QCD produc-
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Figure 1: Simulated invariant mass distribution of the two b-jet candidates before and after the jet pT

regression for VBF signal events with the generated Higgs boson signal mass of 125 GeV in DoubleB (left)
and SingleB(right) datasets[10].

tion. To discriminate between the signal and the QCD background multiplicity of soft track
is used as a discriminating variable[10, 11].

5. Search for a Higgs boson

In order to separate the overwhelmingly large QCD background from the Higgs boson signal,
all the discriminating features are exploited by the means of a BDT multivariate discriminant. The
variables chosen as inputs to the BDT are only weakly correlated to the dynamics of the bb-system.
Based on the BDT outputs, seven categories are defined to maximize the signal sensitivity.
By construction the mbb̄ spectrum should be independent of the category. In practice, there is a
small residual correlation between the BDT output and mbb̄, which is taken into account with data-
driven transfer functions (linear function in SingleB and quadratic in DoubleB). The fit model for
the Higgs boson signal is given by the equation :

fi(mbb) = Ni,qcd ·Ri(mbb) ·Q(mbb;~p)+Ni,top ·Ti(mbb;kJES,kJER)

+Ni,Z ·Zi(mbb;kJES,kJER)+µH ·Ni,H ·Hi(mbb;kJES,kJER)

where the subscript i denotes the category and µH , Ni,qcd are free parameters for the signal
strength and the QCD event yield. Ni,H, Ni,Z, Ni,top are the expected yields for the Higgs boson sig-
nal, the Z +jets, and the top quark background respectively. The shape of the top quark background
Ti is taken from the simulation and described by a broad Gaussian. The Z/W+jets background
Zi and the Higgs boson signal Hi shapes are taken from the simulation and are parametrized as a
Crystal ball function of a polynomial. The position and the width of the Gaussian core of the MC
templates are allowed to vary within their uncertainties by the factors kJES and kJER, respectively.
The QCD shape is described by a polynomial B, common within the categories of each set, and a
multiplicative transfer function Ki. For SingleB, the polynomial B is of fifth order, for DoubleB it
is of fourth order.
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6. Results

The invariant mass distributions of the b-jet candidates in data are fitted simultaneously in
all categories under two hypotheses: background only and background plus a Higgs boson signal.
A binned likelihood fit is performed with the systematic uncertainties incorporated as nuisance
parameters. The limits on the signal strength are computed with the asymptotic CLs method[16,
17]. For a 125 GeV Higgs boson signal the observed 95% confidence level upper limit is 3.0 times
the SM expectation, compared to 5.0 expected in absence of a signal. The results are combined
with the previous CMS search on the Run I proton-proton collision data at

√
s = 8 TeV[18]. The

combination is based on the likelihood ratio test statistics. For mH = 125 GeV the Run 2 data yields
alone a fitted signal strength of µ = σ/σSM = −3.7+2.4

−2.5 which is compatible with the SM Higgs
boson prediction µ = 1 at the 3% level. The combination of Run 1 and Run 2 results yields an
observed (expected) upper limit of 3.4 (2.3) times the SM prediction, and a signal strength µ =
1.3±1.2 with a observed (expected) significance of 1.2 (0.9) standard deviations.
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